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CHAPTER

ONE

DIAGNOSTICS OF PHOTOSPHERIC LINES IN THE
WINGS OF MG II H & K

1.1 Photospheric Diagnostics
This tutorial will guide you through the calculation of the photospheric diagnostics from a list
of photospheric spectral lines observed in the IRIS NUV spectral windows. The majority of the
lines is found in the Mg II k 2796 spectral window. See Table Table 1.1 below (from Pereira
et al. 2013) with a list of rest wavelengths, formation heights and uncertainties for several
photospheric lines.
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Table 1.1: Selected photospheric lines used for velocity estimation.
Species
Cr II
CI
Ni I
Ni I
Ti II
Cr II
Fe I
Fe I
Fe I
Fe I
Fe I
Cr II
Fe I
Ni I
Fe I
Ni I
Fe I
Mn I
Fe I
Fe I
Fe I
Mn I
Mn I

Wavelength [Å]
2787.295
2810.584
2815.179
2816.010
2785.465
2786.514
2809.154
2792.327
2806.634
2806.897
2793.223
2801.584
2805.690
2805.904
2798.600
2799.474
2805.346
2795.641
2799.972
2814.116
2788.927
2799.094
2801.907

Formation Height [Mm]
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.22
0.21
0.28
0.38
0.38
0.42
0.50
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.64
0.68
0.68
0.74
0.76
0.76
0.88
0.84
0.83

Uncertainty [Mm]
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.10

Multi-line velocity diagnostics are a powerful tool for tracing the vertical velocity structure
(e.g. Lites et al. 1993; Beck et al. 2009; Felipe et al. 2010). Generally speaking, the lower the
photospheric height, the more reliable the velocity estimates. This is related to the increased
corrugation of formation heights as the lines get stronger (Pereira et al. 2013).
Many lines listed above are “blended”, i.e. they are found in close proximity to strong chromospheric lines (i.e. the Mg II k and h lines, Mg II triplet line) as well as near other photospheric
lines of Table 1. Blending renders lines to have profiles that are hard (or even impossible) to
fit with a Gaussian profile. Through experimentation we have found the following lines to be
almost blend free (Table Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2: Photospheric lines with minimal amount of blending.
Species
Ni I
Fe I
Fe I
Cr II
Fe I
Ni I
Ni I
Fe I
Fe I
Fe I
Mn I

Wavelength [Å]
2815.179
2792.327
2793.223
2801.584
2805.690
2805.904
2799.474
2805.346
2799.972
2814.116
2801.907

Formation Height [Mm]
0.17
0.38
0.50
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.68
0.68
0.76
0.76
0.83

Uncertainty [Mm]
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.10

Start by downloading an IRIS dataset from 2014 March 29: follow this link and download the
slit-jaw files and the raster file (about 6 Gb in total). Download them to a directory of your
choice (here we’ll call it ~/iris_data/). Unzip all the files, e.g. on a UNIX system:
% gunzip *fits.gz
% tar zxvf *.tar.gz

This sparse 8-point raster series is comprised of 179 rasters, totaling 4 hours of observations.
During this long period of time, the orbital velocity and thermal drifts went through significant
changes. For accurate Doppler calibration of these photospheric lines, these effects must be
taken into consideration.
1.1. Photospheric Diagnostics
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In this tutorial we will use Interactive Data Language (IDL), so let’s begin by loading the data
using the IDL object interface:
% sswidl
(...)
ff=iris_files('*l2*_r0*.fits')
irisobj = iris_obj(ff[0])

As we mentioned above, we need to correct for orbital velocity and thermal drifts (to be used
later; note that it may take a while depending on the size of the data series):
iris_orbitvar_corr_l2s,ff[*], dw_orb_fuv, dw_orb_nuv, date_obs
dw_orb_nuv=reform(dw_orb_nuv, n_slit, n_elements(dw_orb_nuv)/n_slit)
date_obs=reform(date_obs, n_slit, n_elements(date_obs)/n_slit)

Also, load the SJI images for reference:
fsji=findfile('iris_l2_20140329_140938_3860258481_SJI_1400_t000.fits
˓→')
read_iris_l2, fsji, indsji, SJI

Let us see the spectral windows that are saved in this raster:
irisobj->show_lines
;The above command should return the following windows for this
˓→data series:
;Spectral regions(windows)
;0
1335.71
C II 1336
;1
1343.31
1343
;2
1349.43
Fe XII 1349
;3
1355.60
O I 1356
;4
1402.77
Si IV 1403
;5
2832.74
2832
;6
2826.59
2826
;7
2814.46
2814
;8
2796.20
Mg II k 2796

Now get the centering information and timing information for each slit position for the entire
time-series:
n_win=irisobj -> getnwin() ;get number of spectral windows present
˓→in OBS ID
;get coordinates and time for each slit
xpos=irisobj->getxpos()
ypos=irisobj->getypos()
xtime=irisobj->ti2utc()
timei=xtime
n_slit=n_elements(xtime[*,0])

Also, get exposure time in spectral windows – needed later:
4
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exptimiris=fltarr(n_elements(xpos), n_win)
for jj=0, n_win-1 do exptimiris[*,jj]=irisobj->getexp(iwin=jj)

We will focus on window 8, since it contains the majority of the lines:
iwin=8

Let’s see where the slits positions are located on a slit-jaw image. First, get the following info:
;header
head = irisobj->gethdr(fix(iwin))
;Store into variables the spatial spacing and the resolution across
˓→the slit::
xincrement=sxpar(head, 'CDELT3') ;sparse raster density
dy=sxpar(head, 'CDELT2')
dlambda=sxpar(head, 'CDELT1')

For this example we will focus on the first slit of the first raster:
m=0
slit=0
yheight=400

;raster number
;slit position of raster
;pixel location (or height) along slit

;Plot the slit positions of the first raster onto the first 1400
˓→SJI image::
index2map, indsji[0], sji[*,*,0], mapsji
plot_map, mapsji, /log, charsiz=1.8, charthick=2 , dmin=5, dmax=1200
oplot, xpos[slit]+fltarr(n_elements(ypos[*])), ypos[*], col=0
for ii=0, n_slit-1 do oplot,(xpos[ii]#(1.+fltarr(n_
˓→elements(ypos[*])))),((1.+fltarr(n_slit))#ypos[*])[ii,*],
˓→linesty=2, col=0
;So the position of the 400-th pixel along the first slit is at the
˓→location of the diamond symbol:
plots, xpos[slit], ypos[yheight], psym=4, col=0, symsize=2, thick=2

For the line fitting we will pick one line at this specific location of the first raster, the Fe I
2792.327, which forms at 0.38 Mm according to Table 2:
linewinassign=iwin ;i.e pick the spectral window from list above ˓→Mg II
linecphot=2792.327 ;Rest wagelength (in A)
linecheight=0.38 ;Mm
linecheightuncert=0.03 ;Mm
namephot='Fe I 2792.3270'

Perform the following commands to extract the spectrum from the object we created earlier for
the first raster:
1.1. Photospheric Diagnostics
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wave = (irisobj->getlam(iwin)) ;<--- this contains the wavelength!!
spec = irisobj->getvar(iwin) ;<--- this contains the spectrum!!
nraster = irisobj->getinfo('NAXIS3', iwin) ;<---get number of
˓→raster columns
ss = size(spec)
nspec = ss[2] ;get number of y-pixels along slit
specc=fltarr(nraster, ss[2], ss[1]) ;ss[1] is the spectral dimension
for iii=0, nraster-1 do specc[iii,*,*]=transpose(irisobj->descale_
˓→array(spec[*,*,iii]), [1,0]) ;specc dimensions [x, y, lambda]
imm=(transpose(specc[*,*,*],[2,1,0]))[*,*,slit];after transp it is
˓→[y,lam,x]

The variable imm now contains an image of the spectrum in the Mg II 2796 window along the
slit y, of dimensions [y,lambda,x], where x is the slit number (from 0 to 7 in this observation;
slit=0 as we chose in previous step, thus this corresponds to the spectrum of the first slit). To
visualize it:
plot_image, alog10(imm>0), min=1, max=3, xsty=1+4, title='Mg II k
˓→2796 window', ytitle='Slit Y-position [Pixels]'
axis, xaxis=0, xrange=minmax(wave), /save, xtitle='Wavelength
˓→[Angstroems]'
axis, xaxis=1, xrange=minmax(wave), /save, xtickformat='(A1)'

In this spectral window the photospheric lines are seen as vertical absorption lines against the
NUV continuum, amidst the Mg II k and h lines and the triplet lines which go into emission
at certain locations across the slit. The two horizontal dark lines are due to the fiducial points
which block the light in the spectrograph’s slit.
Let’s now plot the spectrum at the 400 pixel height and show where the spectral line is in the
spectral window:
xtitle='Wavelength [Angstroems]'
ytitle='[DN] [sec^-1] '
title= 'Mg II k 2796 window '
Ymin=2 & ymax=300
erase
plot, imm[*,yheight]/exptimiris[slit, iwin, m], xtickformat="(A1)",
˓→ystyle=1+4, xstyle=1+4, /noerase,/ylog, yrange=[ymin, ymax],
˓→ytitle=ytitle,/nodata, xtitle=xtitle, title=title
axis, yaxis=0, ystyle=1, yrange=[ymin, ymax],ytitle=ytitle,
˓→charsiz=2, /ylog,/sav
axis, xaxis=0, xstyle=1, xtitle=xtitle, xrange=minmax(wave),/save,
˓→xticks=0, xminor=0, xticklen=0
axis, xaxis=1, xstyle=1, xtickformat="(A1)", xrange=minmax(wave),
˓→xticks=0, xminor=0, xticklen=0
axis, yaxis=1, ystyle=1, yrange=[ymin, ymax],ytickformat="(A1)", /
˓→ylog, /save
(continues on next page)

1.1. Photospheric Diagnostics
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(continued from previous page)

oplot, wave,imm[*,yheight]/replicate(exptimiris[slit, iwin, m], n_
˓→elements(imm[*,yheight]))
loadct, 13, /sil
oplot, linecphot+fltarr(ymax/3),indgen(ymax/2),linesty=1, color=255,
˓→ thick=3
xyouts, linecphot,ymax/3,namephot, orient=0,align=0
loadct, 0, /sil

Now that we have identified the line we can proceed with line fitting; we will do that in a small
spectral sub-window to isolate the line from nearby lines. Here, we chose a window size of 7
pixels.
winphot=7
indwvlphot=fltarr(n_elements(linecphot))
indwvlphot= (where(abs(wave-linecphot) eq min(abs(wave˓→linecphot))))[0]
;Before fitting, remove the orbital and thermal drifts from the
˓→wavelength array::
xdat=(wave)[indwvlphot+indgen(winphot)-round(winphot/2.)+1]+dw_orb_
˓→nuv[slit,m] ;remove thermal & orbital drift from wavelength array
ydat=double(imm[indwvlphot+indgen(winphot)-round(winphot/2),
˓→yheight])

Here we need to introduce a refinement stage for the sub-window centering. The photospheric
lines typically span 4-5 spectral pixels with the IRIS NUV spectral resolution. However, neigh1.1. Photospheric Diagnostics
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boring lines may go into strong emission or absorption may have an impact in the intensity of
the line wings for the line we are interested to perform a fit. In addition, a narrow (to account
for the aforementioned issue) but fixed in size spectral window may cause problems when the
photospheric line is strongly blue/redshifted, since it may not be completely sampled and/or
the intensity at the wing locations would be underestimated, giving the impression of an asymmetric profile. For this purpose, we need to find the local minimum of the photospheric line
profile and shift the spectral window to center the line as appropriate.
The final wavelength (xdata) and intensity (ydata) arrays to perform gaussian fitting:
temp =

where(smooth(ydat,2) eq min(smooth(ydat,2)))

if temp[0] ne -1 then begin $
xdata=(wave)[indwvlphot+indgen(winphot)-round(winphot/2.)+1+temp[0]˓→round(winphot/2)] &$
ydata=double(imm[indwvlphot+indgen(winphot)-round(winphot/
˓→2)+temp[0]-round(winphot/2),yheight]) &$
endif

We will be using a standard least-squares minimization fit routine called MPFITFUN, available
in SSW/IDL distribution. We will have to provide constraints and initial guesses as follows:
xdatacen_estim=double(mean(xdata))
; Initial guess (amp, cent, width, background)
p0 =[-(max(ydata)-min(ydata)), xdatacen_estim, 0.035d, max(ydata)]
parinfo = replicate({value:0.D, fixed:0, limited:[0,0], limits:[0.D,
˓→0]}, n_elements(p0))
;now fix/constrain parameters
parinfo[*].value = [p0[0], p0[1], p0[2], p0[3]]

We can also provide an error array for the measurements – i.e. 1-sigma uncertainties:
poisnoise=18D ;photons/DN poisson noise from Pontieu et al 2014
readoutnoise=1.2D ;DN
err=sqrt((sqrt(ydata*poisnoise)/poisnoise)^2.+readoutnoise^2)
sy=1D/err^2. ;1/sigma^2

Create a gaussian function for MPFITFUN as an idl file called fit_funct.pro:
function fit_funct, x, a
; Evaluate the Gaussian parameters produced by mpfit
; x: input x array
; a: fit parmeters from mpfitpeak
u = (x - a[1])/a[2]
y = a[3] + a[0]*exp(-0.5*u^2)
return, y
end

Now we can call that function through MPFITFUN and after providing the error estimates and
10
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constraints for the fit, we can obtain the best estimate for the gaussian fit coefficients and also
the chi-square value (for this case it is 0.88):
coeff=MPFITFUN('fit_funct', xdata,ydata, err, /nan, parinfo=parinfo,
˓→/quiet)
chisq=total((ydata-fit_funct(xdata, coeff))^2*abs(sy))/(n_
˓→elements(ydata)-n_elements(coeff))

To see the result of the gaussian fit:
wln=interpol(xdata, winphot*5)
yfit=coeff[0]*exp(-0.5*((wln-coeff[1])/coeff[2])^2.)+coeff[3]
plot, wln, yfit, title=namephot, xtitle=xtitle, ytitle=ytitle
loadct, 13, /sil
oplot, wln, yfit, col=255
loadct, 0, /sil
oplot, xdata, ydata, psym=4
xyouts, mean(wln)-0.02, mean(yfit), string(chisq, FORMAT='(F5.2)'),
˓→col=100
xyouts, mean(wln)-0.04, mean(yfit)-30, string(linecheight, form=
˓→'(f5.2)')+' Mm', col=150
oplot, replicate(linecphot,2), !y.crange, lines=1
oplot, replicate(coeff[1],2), !y.crange, lines=2

The dashed line shows the line center from the fit and the grey dotted line shows the rest
wavelength for the Fe I line. This case shows a clear blueshift. If one performs the above
exercise for all slit positions and for a range of y-positions along the slits we can obtain maps
for the doppler velocities, intensities and line widths. Here’s an example where we show the
1.1. Photospheric Diagnostics
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doppler maps for selected photospheric lines and the doppler gradients for a combination of
them along with maps of 2796, 2832 IRIS SJI and a magnetogram & photospheric Doppler
from SDO/HMI for context.

1.2 Photospheric Temperature Diagnostics from the
NUV Continuum
Table 1.3: Selected Quasi-continuum Regions for Temperature Estimation.
Region
𝜆i [nm] 𝜆f [nm] z [Mm]
Group
Mg II k far blue wing 278.814 278.834 0.15±0.02 1
Mg II k blue wing
279.510 279.533 0.42±0.03 3
Bump between h & k 280.034 280.051 0.28±0.02 2
Mg II h blue wing
280.260 280.283 0.42±0.03 3
Mg II h far red wing
281.028 281.047 0.15±0.02 1
Using the above table (from Pereira et al. 2013), one can obtain the photospheric temperature,
assuming the source function is identical to the Planck function. The latter is a reasonable
assumption which allows to derive the radiation temperature, 𝑇rad . Therefore, we could convert the mean intensity found in the wavelength ranges of Table 3 and extract the radiation
temperature at those three different heights.

1.3 References
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CHAPTER

TWO

DIAGNOSTICS BASED ON THE C II LINES AT 133.5 NM

2.1 Introduction
The IRIS spectrograph observes the Sun in three passbands, in the near ultraviolet band (NUV)
and in the far ultraviolet, from 1332 to 1358 Å (FUV 1), and from 1389 to 1407 Å (FUV
2). The strongest lines in the FUV1 spectral domain are the resonance lines of singly ionized
carbon (CII) around 1335 Å. This multiplet consists of three lines: one centered at 1334.53 Å
and one line at 1335.71 Å with a weak blend in its blue wing at 1335.66 Å. Therefore, in the
observations we see only two lines. The C II resonance lines sample the solar atmosphere from
the upper chromosphere up to the transition region.

Fig. 2.1: C II lines at 1334-1336 Å between the 2𝑠 2𝑝2 2 𝐷 and the 2𝑠2 2𝑝 2 𝑃 0 terms. From
Rathore & Carlsson (2015).
When calculated separately, C II multiplet lines reveal all three components that look like this:
The formation of the C II lines is determined by the ionization balance, which is governed
by the ionization and recombination rates between C II and C III (at high temperatures) and
between C I and C II atoms (at low temperatures). The balance between C I and C II at the low
temperature end depends on the atmosphere and is dominated by photoionization and radiative
recombination. However, at the high temperature end, the ionization of CII is determined by
collisional ionization and dielectronic recombination. When electron density dependence in
dielectronic recombination is taken into account, compared to the default Chianti ionization
balance (dashed line), there is less C II at the upper end of the temperature scale while a proper
non-LTE treatment leads to more C II at the lower temperature end (solid line).
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l0pt
Fig. 2.2: The C II multiplet lines shown separately. The solid black, red and blue curves represent the C II 1334.53 Å, 1334.66 Å and 1334.71 Å lines, respectively. From Mats Carlsson’s
tutorial for Optically Thick Line Formation and Interpretation of IRIS Observables: video and
materials.

l0pt
Fig. 2.3: C II ionization balance for the VAL3C model atmoshere (solid curve) as a function of
temperature. The dashed line represents the default Chianti ionization balance. From Rathore
& Carlsson (2015).
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In order to decipher where are formed the C II lines, one can calculate the contribution function
to the intensity at the line core. In the case of the C II 1334.53 Å line, it can be seen that the line
core is formed between 10 and 40 kK. However, it is also possible for the line to be formed at
lower temperatures. This depends on the transition region density. In a low density transition
region, optical depth reaches unity at lower atmospheric layers where the temperature is lower
as well. The contribution function to intensity also gives us information about the formation
height of the line core, which is within the range between 2 and 4 Mm for this particular line.
The total intensity mostly comes from the core formation region but there is also a broad tail
of the contribution function going all the way down to the formation region of the continuum
(which is, on average, around a height of 0.8 Mm).

Fig. 2.4: Contribution function to intensity at the C II 1334.53 Å line core (upper panel) and to
total intensity integrated over the line (lower panel). The model atmosphere is obtained with
the Bifrost ( Gudiksen et al. 2011 ). Image taken from Rathore & Carlsson (2015).
The contribution functions to intensity and total intensity can also be given on a logarithmic
column mass scale. In this way we can easily see that the transition region is less corrugated on
a column mass scale than on a height scale. The other important conclusion that can be drawn is
that the intensity, both at line core and for the integrated total intensity, is concentrated within
a small column mass range. This is why the C II lines provide information about the solar
chromosphere and the transition region. The same analysis holds for the C II 1335 Å line with
the difference that this line is formed a little bit higher in the atmosphere.
Regarding the shapes of the C II line profiles, IRIS observations and 3D radiative magnetohydrodynamic simulations normally reveal one or two peaks, but in some cases the profiles can
have three peaks or even be in absorption. The shapes of the C II lines are determined by the
height variation of the source function and opacity. For example, single-peak profiles emerge
due to monotonically increasing source function with height and up to the upper boundary
where the line core has optical depth unity. On the other hand, double peak profiles are formed
in the situations when the source function has a local maximum before it starts decreasing up
2.1. Introduction
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Fig. 2.5: Contribution function to intensity at the C II 1334.53 Å line core (upper panel) and to
total intensity integrated over the line (lower panel) on a logarithmic column mass scale. From
Rathore & Carlsson (2015).
until the height of optical depth unity in the line core. If source functions have multiple local maxima, we can observe the C II lines with more than two peaks. The presence of high
velocity gradients can further complicate the shapes of the lines. Statistically, the number of
single peak profiles in the CII 1334.53 Å line is larger than in the case of the line at 1335.71
Å. This can be explained by taking into account that the CII 1335.71 Å line is stronger, i.e., the
optical depth unity is higher up in the atmosphere. Therefore, the probability that the line core
is formed above the location where the source function has its local maximum (central reversal
formation) is much higher.

2.2 IRIS C II line diagnostics
The C II intensity filtergrams show a plethora of different features. Some of them closely
resemble features visible in filtergrams taken in the Mg II h & k lines, while many others
are similar to those seen in the transition region. This tells us that the C II lines are formed
somewhere between the upper chromosphere and the transition region. This is the reason why
the C II lines are good proxies for the atmospheric conditions in the upper chromosphere/lower
transition region. It has been calculated that the ratio between the 1334.53 and 1335.71 Å
components is always less than 1.8, which means they are optically thick lines.

2.2.1 Formation height
According to the Eddington-Barbier relation the disk center outgoing intensity is equal to the
source function at optical depth unity, if the source function is a linear function of optical depth.
18
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Fig. 2.6: The numebr of peaks has been derived from the simulation en024048_hion calculated with the 3D radiative magnetohydrodynamic (RMHD) code Bifrost. From Rathore et al.
(2015a).
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However, this approximation can still be considered as good even when the source function is
a non-linear function of temperature, as it is the case in the UV part of the solar spectrum.
Therefore, considering the assumption that the Eddinggton-Barbier approximation is good for
the optically thick C II 1335 Å lines, the correlation between the line core intensity and the
source function at the optical depth unity should be a linear function (solid red line in figure
below). As we can see, the correlation is indeed very good for the lower intensity values.
However, the higher intensities show a small deviation from a linear function which is caused
by a steep source function increase with height, which adds optically thin component to the
intensity. Nevertheless, the Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.99 tells us that optical depth
unity is a good approximation to the formation height as long as temperature gradient is not a
steep, nonlinear function.

Fig. 2.7: The correlation between the line intensity at the line core and the source function at
the optical depth unity. From Rathore et al. (2015a).
As we already mentioned above, the C II 133.4 nm and C II 133.5 nm lines are both formed
just below the transition region height, i.e, the lowest height where the temperature is greater
than 30 kK. Figure below shows relation between the transition region height and the formation
height for the theoretical line cores. The difference in height is very small at the lower end of
the scale, but increases as the transition region is formed higher in the atmosphere. However,
there is a large scatter at the upper end of the scale, which is caused by false detection of the
line cores. For example, due to large velocity gradient two peak profiles may have their peaks
shifted so that they look like a single peak profiles and are identified as such by the core finding
algorithm.
We can also take a look at histograms of the formation depth for single peak and non single
peak profiles separately. These histograms show that single peak profiles are formed at smaller
optical depths. Non single peak profiles are formed at higher optical depths due to the effects
of steep nonlinear source functions.
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Fig. 2.8: PDF of formation height for the C II 133.4 nm line (left) and the C II 133.5 nm
line (right) as a function of transition region height which is determined by the lowest height
where the temperature exceeds 30 kK. The green contours enclose 50% and 90% of all points
while the Pearson correlation coefficient is shown in the upper left corner. From Rathore et al.
(2015a).

Fig. 2.9: Histograms of average formation height for single-peak (black) and non single peak
(red) profiles, for the C II 133.4 nm and C II 133.5 nm lines. From Rathore et al. (2015a).
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2.2.2 Intensity as temperature diagnostic
According to Rathore et al. (2015a), the line core intensity can be related to the temperature
due to coupling between the Planck function and the source function, although the correlation
is weak. Using the Bifrost simulation en024048_hion, it turned out that the temperature at the
formation height is by a factor of two larger than the radiation temperature of the line core
intensity for both of the C II lines. This also indicates that the source function has decoupled
from the Planck function at the formation height.

Fig. 2.10: PDF of the temperature at the formation height as a function of the radiation temperature derived from the C II 133.4 nm (left) and the C II 133.5 nm (right) line core intensities.
The green contours enclose 50% and 90% of all points while the Pearson correlation coefficient
is shown in the upper left corner. From Rathore et al. (2015a).

2.2.3 Line asymmetry
Leenaarts et al. (2013) demonstrated that double peak Mg II h and k profiles may exhibit an
asymmetry where one peak is stronger than the other and this information can be used to infer
the chromospheric velocities. Double peak lines can be explained by a presence of velocity
gradient between the heights of formation of the line peaks and the core. Following the same
approach as in Leenaarts et al. (2013), it can be seen that when blue peaks in the C II lines are
stronger there is a downflow at the core formation height. Similarly, stronger red peak profiles
are associated with upflows.

2.2.4 The line core Doppler shift
Doppler shift of single-Gaussian fit is well correlated with the line-of-sight velocity at the
optical depth unity. However, there is some scattering in the relation which is the result of the
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Fig. 2.11: PDF of the velocity difference between the core and the peak formation heights.
From Mats Carlsson’s tutorial for Optically Thick Line Formation and Interpretation of IRIS
Observables: video and materials.
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identification algorithm. Taking into account that the C II 133.4 nm line is formed a few tenths
of kilometers below the CII 133.5 nm line, the difference in Doppler shift between the two lines
is most likely due to velocity gradient within their formation heights.

Fig. 2.12: Line-of-sight velocity at the optical depth unity as a function of Doppler shift of
single-Gaussian fit for the C II 133.4 nm and C II 133.5 nm lines. From Rathore et al. (2015a).

2.2.5 Line width
The widths of the CII lines is well correlated with non-thermal velocities. It also depends on
the temperature at the height of formation and so-called opacity broadening.
Note: Please note that the opacity broadening depends on the source function ratio between
the formation heights of the continuum and the line core and is an additional broadening factor.
In this model, opacity broadening takes values in the range from 1.2 up to 4. It is small for
single-peak profiles with a source function that rapidly rises into the transition region, and
large when rapid increase of a source function occurs in the lower chromosphere and then
either stay relatively constant or decrease. In other words, the source function with a peak in
the lower chromosphere will produce steep emission flanks, i.e., a double peak intensity profile
and therefore larger widths.
One can roughly characterize the widths of the C II lines using Gaussian fits. For this purpose,
different parameters can be used, for example, the FWHM of the intensity profile (𝑊𝐹 𝑊 𝐻𝑀 ),
the standard deviation of a single Gaussian fit (𝜎), the half width at 1𝑒 of the maximum intensity
or ∆𝑉𝐷 . These parameters are defined for a Gaussian intensity profile as:
√
∆𝑉𝐷 = 2𝜎
√
𝑊𝐹 𝑊 𝐻𝑀 = 2 ln 2∆𝑉𝐷
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Fig. 2.13: Line intensity as a function of wavelength for two pixels from the Bifrost simulation (left) and their corresponding source functions as a function of logarithmic column mass
(right). Asterisks indicate the intensities at the line core (left) and the corresponding heights
for optical depth unity (right). Vertical dotted lines show the heights for optical depth unity in
the continuum while plus signs denote the points corresponding to the FWHM widths. From
Rathore & Carlsson (2015).
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The upper left panel in the figure below shows that the FWHM is larger than 1/𝑒 width (∆𝑉𝐷 )
of a single Gaussian fit to the C II 1334.53 Å line profile, as most of the points lay above the
red line (relation for a Gaussian profile). Or in other words, it means that the line profiles
normally have a flatter top than a Gaussian profiles. This holds for the double-peak profiles
as they are often much broader. However, in the lower right part of the same panel, there is
a scattering which represents very asymmetric double-peak profiles where one peak is much
weaker than the other. In this case 𝑊𝐹 𝑊 𝐻𝑀 is mainly determined by the width of the stronger
peak, although the Gaussian fit is affected by the shape of the full profile. In the upper right
panel, one can see the correlation between the measured widths of the C II 1334.53 Å profiles
and the non-thermal velocity in the line-forming region (defined as 2 times the rms of the LOS
velocities in the height formation range). It can be seen that the observed widths are well
correlated with the non-thermal velocities in the atmosphere. The lower left panel shows a
histogram of the non-thermal velocities with the maximum around 2 km/s. Finally, the lower
right panel shows the opacity broadening factor as a function of ∆𝑉𝐷 . The broadening factor
mostly takes values in the range from 1.2 up to 2, but could also be much higher and reach 4.

2.2.6 Comparison between the CII 133.5 nm, the MgII k and the Si
IV 139.3 nm lines
Comparing the formation heights of the synthetic CII 1335 Å line, the Mg II k line and the
Si IV 1393 Å line from the Bifrost simulation, it can be seen that the Si IV line is formed at a
temperature around 80 kK under equilibrium conditions, while the the CII and Mg II k lines are
formed lower in the atmosphere. It is interesting to note that sometimes the C II line can also
be formed at a lower height compared to the Mg II k line, but this is not a common scenario.
For the formation height of the CII and Mg II k lines is used the maximum 𝜏 = 1 height and
for Si IV the height of maximum emissivity as derived from CHIANTI.
The formation heights of the C II 1335 Å and the Mg II k lines are shown in the figure below,
but now considering the whole Bifrost simulation box. It is easily seen that the C II 1335 Å
and Mg II k formation heights reveal very similar structures. However, the CII line is normally
formed somewhat higher in the fibrils as can be seen in the central region of the simulation
domain. There are also several small regions where formation height is significantly higher for
the C II 1335 Å line. These regions are the result of cooler pockets of plasma that have enough
density to put 𝜏 = 1 there. On the other hand, the temperature is not low enough for Mg II k to
reach optical depth unity there.

2.2.7 Spatially averaged spectra
General characteristics of the C II line profiles in different regions on the Sun can be derived
by averaging multiple intensity profiles. With this approach, it can be seen that the C II line
intensity is normally weak inside QS internetwork regions, and increases in network, penumbra
and umbra. The highest signal is detected in plage. All the profiles are shifted toward the red
side, with respect to the rest wavelength of the line center. This redshift exhibits a very similar
pattern to that of the intensity profiles, i.e., QS internetwork and network regions give rise to
small redshifts, while in active regions the velocity shift is much larger. The other interesting
characteristic of the C II line profiles is that in internetwork and network areas, the profiles
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Fig. 2.14: Upper left: 𝑊𝐹 𝑊 𝐻𝑀 as a function of 1/𝑒 width of a single Gaussian fit. Upper
right: PDF of the non-thermal velocity ( 𝜉 ) as a function of ∆𝑉𝐷 . Lower left: non-thermal
velocities. Lower right: PDF of opacity broadening factor as function of ∆𝑉𝐷 . All displayed
correlations are for the C II 1334.53 Å line. From Rathore et al. (2015a).
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Fig. 2.15: Formation heights of the C II 1335 Å (red curve), the Mg II k (blue) and the Si IV
1393 Å (green) lines in Bifrost simulation. Temperature is given on a logarithmic scale with
white dotted contour indicating 80 kK. 12 kK is marked by the black solid line. From Rathore
et al. (2015a).

Fig. 2.16: Maximum height of optical depth unity over the line profile for the C II 1335 Å (left)
and Mg II k (right) lines. From Rathore et al. (2015a).
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show a slight central reversal, i.e., they are seen as double-peak profiles. On the other hand, the
umbral, penumbral and plage profiles are normally single-peak in the 1334 Å line.

Fig. 2.17: Average intensity profiles of the C II 1334 and 1335 Å lines for different regions in
the Sun. The rest wavelength of the line centers are marked with the vertical dotted lines. From
Rathore et al. (2015b).
The C II lines are mostly single-peaked within active regions, while the lines formed in internetwork and network regions are dominated by single-peak profiles in the 1334 Å line, but not
in the 1335 Å line. It is possible to detect triple-peak intensity profiles as well, but these are
very rare.
If we now look at histograms of the ratio of the total line intensity for different solar regions, we
can see that the C II lines are in all regions optically thick. The line ratio is almost always below
1.8. The lower ratios are found in the network regions (around 1.25), then in the internetwork
and plage (~1.35), and finally the penumbral and umbral regions have the highest line ratio.
Rathore et al. (2015b) found an inverse correlation between the line widths and the line ratios.
In general, the structures having larger line widths have smaller intensity ratios, and vice versa.
Since double-peak profiles have a larger opacity broadening than single-peak profiles (i.e, a
larger width), and have a lower intensity ratio, it is possible to draw important conclusions
about physical conditions in different regions on the Sun. For example, the line ratio in the
network is normally lower than in other regions, while the widths are largest. Therefore, a
plausible explanation is that the increased width is to some extent the result of the larger opacity
broadening for the profiles found within the network regions (double-peak profiles). If we
now take into account that the internetwork is also dominated by double-peak profiles it looks
like that thermal and non-thermal broadenings are larger in the network. There is also the
possibility that the increased line broadening within the network is partially cause by motions
of spicules or the chromospheric fibrils that are their disk conterparts. Furthermore, the plage
and internetwork regions have similar widths, but since sigle-peak profiles are more common in
plage (suggesting higher opacity broadening), it is expected that plage has larger non-thermal
broadening than the internetwork.
2.2. IRIS C II line diagnostics
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Fig. 2.18: Number of peaks for C II 1334 Å and 1335 Å lines in different regions. Different bar
colors correspond to different regions on the Sun. From Rathore et al. (2015b).
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Fig. 2.19: Histograms of the ratio of total intensity between the 1335 Å and 1334 Å lines, for
different regions. From Rathore et al. (2015b).

2.3 Diagnostic potential of the C I 1355.8 Å line
According to Lin et al. (2017) the C I 1355.8 Å emission line is dominated by a recombination
cascade and is an optically thick line. Due to high correlation between the Doppler shift of
the line and the vertical velocity in its line forming region (around 1.5 Mm), this line can be
used along with optically thin O I 1355.6 Å line (formed slightly lower) to estimate the velocity
difference between the line forming heights of the two lines. The ratio of the C I/O I line core
intensity provides an additional information about the distance between the C I and the O I
formation layers. This, together with the velocity difference, can further gives estimates on the
velocity gradient in the middle chromosphere. The C I/O I total intensity line ratio is correlated
with the inverse of the electron density.
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Fig. 2.20: Total intensity ratio of 1335 Å and 1334 Å (left column), line width of 1334 Å (middle
column) and line shift of 1334 nm (right column). From Rathore et al. (2015b).
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THREE

DIAGNOSTICS BASED ON THE MG II H&K LINES

3.1 Introduction
The spectral lines Mg II h&k are considered as some of the best lines to recover information
from the chromosphere. These lines, among many others, are located and observed by IRIS
in the near Ultraviolet (NUV) spectral range. Table 3.1 shows the main specifications of IRIS
spectrograph (SG) in the NUV, and at what temperature range these IRIS observations are
sensitive.
Table 3.1: Spectral range observed by IRIS SG in NUV, dispersion and effective area are current best estimates based on
pre-launch measurements. Spatial pixel size is 0.166”, and
the maximum spatial extent is 175”.
Band Wavelength
Dispersion
Effective
area Temperature (log
(Å)
(mÅ/pix)
(cm2 )
T)
NUV 2782.7–2851.1 25.46
0.2
3.7–4.2
Other interesting lines are in the IRIS NUV SG spectral range. Some of them may be used as
diagnostics in the photosphere as it is explained in Section 1.
In this tutorial, we first explain how the Mg II h&k lines are formed, where they are sensitive
in the solar atmosphere, and their profile features. Then, we explain how we can find these
profiles features and the limitations of that search. Finally, we show how to obtain physical
information from the profile features.

3.2 The Mg II h&k lines
We focus our attention in the Mg II h & k lines. These lines are the more prominent lines in the
IRIS NUV spectral range.

3.2.1 Formation of the Mg II h&k lines
Table 3.2 shows several physical values related with the formation of these lines. A graphical
representation (Grotrian diagram) of these transitions are given in Fig. 3.1.
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Table 3.2: Spectral information about the Mg II h & k lines
and the Mg II UV triplet indicating the wavelength in Å (for
the center of the line in the air), the energy levels and the
configuration, term and J values corresponding to the lower
and the upper levels involved in the transitions of each line.
Source NIST.
Solar
Jargon

Wavelength
(Å)

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 −
𝐸𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
(eV)

Mg II UV
Triplet 1
Mg II k

2790.776

Mg II UV
Triplet 2
Mg II UV
Triplet 3
Mg II h

2797.930

4.422431
8.863762
0.000000
4.433784
4.433784
8.863762
4.433784
8.863654
0.000000
4.422431

2795.528

2797.998
2802.704

Lower
Level
Config.,
Term, J
-

Upper
Level
Config.,
Term, J

Solar
Jargon

2𝑝6 3𝑝 2 𝑃 𝑜 1/2 2𝑝6 3𝑑 2 𝐷 3/2 Mg II UV
Triplet 1
6
2
6
2 𝑜
2𝑝 3𝑠 𝑆 1/2 2𝑝 3𝑝 𝑃 3/2 Mg II k
2𝑝6 3𝑝 2 𝑃 𝑜 3/2 2𝑝6 3𝑑 2 𝐷 3/2 Mg II UV
Triplet 2
6
2 𝑜
6
2
2𝑝 3𝑝 𝑃 3/2 2𝑝 3𝑑 𝐷 5/2 Mg II UV
Triplet 3
6
2
6
2 𝑜
2𝑝 3𝑠 𝑆 1/2 2𝑝 3𝑝 𝑃 1/2 Mg II h

3.2.2 Profile features of the Mg h&k lines
We are going to use the spectral features in the Mg II h&k lines to derive some physical proxies
from the chromosphere. First, we have to get familiarized with these features and their nomenclature. Fig. 3.2 shows a spatially averaged profile in the quiet sun observed by IRIS NUV
SG (left panel), and the zoomed-in Mg II h&k lines (right panel). Around the core or central
depression of the Mg II h&k lines (marked with thick-dashed lines in the left panel), we can
distinguish 2 peaks. The values at these three locations (the peaks and the core) and two other
ones located in the wings of the lines are the tools we will use to infer some physical proxies.
For the Mg II k line, starting counting from the wavelengths in the violet (left) side of the line
, we found: the minimum of the wing, what we denote by 𝑘1𝑉 ; the first peak, 𝑘2𝑉 ; the core of
the line 𝑘3 ; the second peak, what is located in the red (right) side with respect to the core (or
central depression) of the line, 𝑘2𝑅 ; and finally , the minimum of the wing located in the red
side with respect to the core, 𝑘1𝑅 . Similar notation is used for Mg II h line (see left panel in
Fig. 3.2, orange). We notice that these locations are profile features and they are not defined
for a particular or ad-hoc defined wavelength but for the shape of these lines. Therefore, we
should distinguish between the intensity and the wavelength position of these profile features.
We use the intensity of these profile features to diagnose temperatures.
We use the wavelength of these profile features (or separation between them) to diagnose
velocities or velocity gradients.
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Fig. 3.1: Partial Grotrian diagram showing 10-level plus continuum Mg II atomic model and
some of the transitions between these levels and the levels and the continuum. Mg II h&k lines
and Mg II UV triplet are specifically indicated. Source Leenaarts et al. 2013.

Fig. 3.2: Spatially-averaged Mg II h&k profiles in the quiet sun (top), plage (center), and Xflare ribbon (bottom). Vertical lines mark the center of the Mg II h&k lines and two of the Mg
II UV triplet (see Table 3.2).
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We use the ratio between the difference of peak intensities and sum of peak intensities to
determine downflows or upflows.
Basic analysis of the profile features
At a glance, we may distinguish two basic signatures in many Mg II h&k lines.
Higher mountains and higher valley
As we can see in the top panel, the intensity in the peaks and the cores of the Mg II k line is
higher than for the peaks and the core in the Mg II h line. This is because the 𝑘 line has an
oscillator strength twice larger than the ℎ line , and optical depth 𝜏 = 1 in the peaks of the 𝑘
line is located at larger heights, where the source function is larger, than for the ℎ line. As a
consequence, the emission in the 𝑘 peaks is (usually) larger than in the ℎ peaks.
Downflows or upflows?
Another feature we can distinguish in both profiles in the top panel of Fig. 3.5 is the difference
in intensity between 𝑘2𝑉 and 𝑘2𝑅 (similarly for the ℎ line). In the middle panel, the intensity
of 𝑘2𝑉 is lower than the intensity of 𝑘2𝑅 (similarly for the ℎ line). The difference between the
peaks of the same line may be explained by a downflow (called as inflow in the left pane in Fig.
3.3) or an upflow (called as outflow in the right panel).

Fig. 3.3: Synthetic Mg II k profile at disk-center considering inflows (left) or outflows (right).
See Source E. Avrett.

3.2.3 Where the Mg II h&k lines are sensitive?
The Mg II h&k lines are formed in the chromosphere. This sentence is as true as imprecise.
We prefer to say a line is sensitive to a value of the magnetic field and the hydrodynamics
conditions, or in a fewer words, to some atmosphere conditions at a certain region or optical
depth.
That being said, it has shown that the Mg II h&k lines are formed in a corrugated region with
optical depth equals to 1 located in the upper chromosphere (see left panel in Table 3.3). More
precisely, the profile features 𝑘3 and ℎ3 are formed in the upper chromosphere, about 200 km
below the transition region (TR). The difference between the 𝑘3 and ℎ3 𝜏 = 1 height is about
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50 km (Pereira et al. (2013)), while the peaks (𝑘2𝑉 /𝑅 and ℎ2𝑉 /𝑅 ) are formed in the middle
chromosphere, being the difference between 𝑘2𝑉 and 𝑘2𝑅 about 350 km. Finally, the average
𝜏 = 1 height for 𝑘1𝑉 is located in the photosphere. Table 3.3 summarizes these values for the
𝑘 line.
Table 3.3: Left: 𝜏 = 1 heights of Mg II k, Ca II K, Ca II
8542 Å, and H-𝛼 in an yz-slice of the 3D MHD numerical
simulation. Source Leenaarts et al 2013b. Right: average
𝜏 = 1 height for the 𝑘 profile features. Source Leenaarts et
al 2013a.

Profile Feature
𝑘3

𝑘2𝑉
𝑘2𝑅
𝑘1𝑉

Average 𝜏 = 1
height [km]
2200
(upper
chromosphere).
200 below TR
1550 (mid chromosphere)
1200 (mid chromosphere)
600 (mid photosphere)

3.2.4 Radiation field, thermodynamics, and geometry: 1D or 3D?
CRD or PRD?
Our knowledge about the Mg II h&k lines has grown since the IRIS project was accepted to
be launched. A tremendous effort has been done by the solar community (specially at LMSAL, University of Oslo, and Institute for Solar Physics at Stockholm University) to understand the behavior of these lines. Our current knowledge comes mainly from the analysis of
synthetic profiles obtained from state-of-the-art 3D numerical simulations and the recent IRIS
observations. Another important constrain to reproduce the observed profiles is to consider the
conditions of the interaction between the radiation field and the matter in the chromosphere.
For the Mg II h&k lines we have to consider this interaction in non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) with partial redistribution (PRD, see Milkey & Mihalas 1974). Until very
3.2. The Mg II h&k lines
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recently, we were not able to simulate simultaneously all the conditions needed to successfully
reproduce the Mg II h&k lines: 3D MHD non-LTE + PRD. Sukhorukov & Leenaarts (2017)
synthesized Mg II h&k lines using different codes (RH and Multi3D) and complete redistribution (CRD) or PRD. Their main conclusions are:
• 1D PRD approximations reproduce the wavelength positions of all the profile features
correctly. That means, the wavelength positions corresponding to 𝑘1𝑉 /𝑅 , 𝑘2𝑉 /𝑅 , 𝑘3 and
similarly for the h line.
• 1D PRD can be used to compute the intensity in the inner wings, (𝑘1𝑉 /𝑅 and ℎ1𝑉 /𝑅 ),
specially 𝑘1𝑅 and ℎ1𝑅 .
• The emission peaks (𝑘2𝑉 /𝑅 and ℎ2𝑉 /𝑅 ) are affected by both 3D and PRD effects. Therefore, both effects have to be considered simultaneously to properly reproduce these profiles features.
• The intensity at the core of the lines 𝑘3 and ℎ3 can be accurately calculated using
3D+PRD at the center of the solar disk, but not towards the limb.
• Accurate quantitative modeling from the whole line profile and its center-to-limb variation requires 3D+PRD.
Some of these ideas are shown in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4: Mg II k line profiles for spatially averaged intensity in 3D PRD (red), 3D CRD (blue),
and 1D PRD (green) computed at different Z angles in the 3D Bifrost model atmosphere. Source
Sukhorukov and Leenaarts (2017)
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3.2.5 Using the profile features of the Mg II h&k lines to diagnose
the chromosphere
Now that we have a better understanding about how the Mg II h&k lines are formed, where they
are sensitive, and their profile features, we can use this knowledge to infer physical parameters
of the region(s) where these lines are observed.

3.2.6 Automatic identification of the profiles features of Mg II h&k
profiles observed by IRIS
The Mg II h&k profile showed in Fig. 3.2 is a spatially-averaged profile in the quiet sun. The
profile features in that profile are easy to identify, and, therefore, the diagnosis based on these
features will work correctly. However, other Mg II h&k profiles may barely show the profile
features or even do not show them at all, making their identification a challenging task either
for the human eye or an identification code. Fig. 3.5 shows the same profile that Fig. 3.2, i.e.
spatially averaged profile in the QS (top), and two spatially-averaged Mg II h&k lines profiles in
the outer (middle panel) and the top (bottom panel) of a ribbon X-class flare. As we can see, in
these two last profiles some the profile features are hard to distinguish or even not present at all,
as it happens with the top of the ribbon flare, where only the 𝑘3 profile feature can be identified.
Fig. 3.5 shows an attempt to fit these profiles as the sum (orange) of 7 Gaussian profiles (colordotted lines). Although the fit is quite good in the three cases, to find the locations of the profile
features from the Gaussian profiles may be a relatively easy task (e.g. QS and outer of the flare
ribbon), or a hard task (e.g. top of the flare ribbon profile).
A method to find the profiles features of Mg II h&k profiles observed by IRIS has been developed by Dr. T. M. D. Pereira. This method and other available diagnostic tools are available in
the SolarSoftware package. A detailed guide about how to analyze the IRIS data may be found
at the ITN26. In Section 7.3 of ITN26 it is very well explained how to obtain the location of
the profiles features, their intensity, and the Doppler velocities associated to their locations (or
their differences). We address to the interested reader to follow the steps described there to
compute these values and quantities. In this tutorial, we explain the justification of the methods
used to diagnose the physical parameters from the profile features.

3.3 Calculating velocities
As we have already mentioned, we use the position of the profile features to determine velocities, more precisely the vertical component of the velocity (𝑣𝑧 ), the gradient of 𝑣𝑧 , or the
average vertical velocity. These magnitudes are referred to the profile feature(s) used to calculate it, e.g. ∆𝑣𝑘2 . Therefore, that velocity may be considered as a proxy in the region where
that profile feature is formed.

3.3.1 Using 𝑘3 and ℎ3
Fig. 3.6 shows (linear) correlation between the Doppler shift of the 𝑘3 and ℎ3 and the vertical
component of the velocity at their respective 𝜏 = 1 height. Being Doppler shift of the 𝑘3
3.3. Calculating velocities
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Fig. 3.5: In blue, spatially-averaged Mg II h&k profiles observed in the quiet sun (top), in the
outer (middle), and the top (bottom) of a ribbon X-class flare. In orange, the fit of these profiles
using 7 Gaussian profiles: 2 for the further wings in the left and the right of the 𝑘 and ℎ line
respectively; 2 for the 𝑘 line; 1 for the bump between the 𝑘 and ℎ line; an other 2 Gaussian
profiles for the ℎ line.
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∆𝑣𝑘3 =

𝜆𝑘3 −𝜆𝑘0
𝑐
𝜆𝑘0

with 𝑐 the speed of light, and 𝜆𝑘0 the rest-frame line-center wavelength (see Table 3.2).
Therefore, knowing the spectral shift of the these profile features respect to their rest position
will give us a rather accurate value of 𝑣𝑧 in the upper chormosphere, i.e. where these profiles
feature are formed (see Table 3.3).
All in all, we may say ∆𝑣𝑘3 is a very good proxy of 𝑣𝑧 in the upper chromosphere, that is,
at 𝜏𝑘3 = 1 height (see Table 3.3).

Fig. 3.6: Scaled joint probability density functions (JPDF) of the Doppler shift of 𝑘3 and ℎ3
and the vertical component of the velocity at the region where 𝜏 = 1 for these lines. Source
Leenaarts et al. (2013b).
Fig. 3.7 shows the scaled JPDF of the difference between the Doppler shift of 𝑘3 and ℎ3 and the
difference between the vertical component of the velocity at the region where 𝜏 = 1 for these
lines.
A gradient in the vertical component of the velocity, i.e. vertical acceleration, in the upper

l0pt
Fig. 3.7: Source Leenaarts et al. (2013b).
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chromosphere may be calculated as the difference between the Doppler shift of 𝑘3 and ℎ3 profile
features. Leenaarts et al. (2013b) show that although the correlationship between ∆𝑣𝑘3 − ∆𝑣ℎ3
and 𝑣𝑧 (𝜏𝑘3 = 1) − 𝑣𝑧 (𝜏ℎ3 = 1) is not as good as in the relationship between ∆𝑣𝑘3 and 𝑣𝑧 (𝜏𝑘3 =
1) (r = 0.80, see Fig. 3.7), ∆𝑣𝑘3 −∆𝑣ℎ3 is a valid proxy to determine the sign and magnitude
of the velocity difference in the upper chromophere.

3.3.2 Using the peaks 𝑘2𝑉 𝑅 and ℎ2𝑉 𝑅
We are going to use three different observable quantities derived from the profile features:
• peak separation (between peaks at the same line), e.g. ∆𝜆𝑘 = (𝜆𝑘2𝑉 − 𝜆𝑘2𝑅 ), or in
−𝜆
𝜆
velocity units ∆𝑣𝑘2 = 𝑘2𝑉𝜆𝑘 𝑘2𝑅 𝑐
0
[︀
]︀
• average Doppler shift, e.g. ∆𝑣𝑘0 = − 12 𝜆𝑐𝑘 (𝜆𝑘2𝑉 − 𝜆𝑘0 ) + (𝜆𝑘2𝑅 − 𝜆𝑘0 )
0

• intensity radio of the peaks, e.g. 𝑅𝑘 =

𝐼𝑘2𝑉 −𝐼𝑘2𝑅
𝐼𝑘2𝑉 +𝐼𝑘2𝑅

3.4 Calculating temperatures
At the height where 𝜏 = 1 for 𝑘3 and ℎ3 the source function is decoupled from the thermal
local conditions (see lower-right panel in Fig. 7 in Leenaarts et al. (2013a)). Therefore, the
intensity in those profile features are not valid to calculate temperature. However, at 𝜏 = 1
height for the peak profile features there is some coupling between the source function and the
thermal conditions (see lower-left panel in Fig. 7 in Leenaarts et al. (2013a)). We will use the
intensity in these profile features to calculate the temperature in the mid chromospere. Thus,
the intensity in the peaks, 𝐼𝑘2 and 𝐼ℎ2 can be converted to radiation (or brightness) temperature,
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑑 or 𝑇𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ , which can be considered as a good proxy for 𝑇𝑔 𝑎𝑠(𝜏𝑘2 = 1).
This proxy has been proven using numerical simulations by Leenaarts et al. (2013b) (see Fig.
3.8), and temperatures obtained by the inversion of the Mg II h&k lines using STiC (de la Cruz
Rodríguez et al. (2016)) by Gošić et al. (2018) (see Fig. 3.9).

Fig. 3.8: Relationship between the intensity in the 𝑘2 and ℎ2 and the temperature at the corresponding 𝜏 = 1 height. Source Leenaarts et al. (2013a).
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Fig. 3.9: Relationship between the average intensity in the 𝑘2 peak and the temperature at
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜏500 = −5.8. Source Gošić et al. (2016).

3.5 Summary
The features in the profile of the Mg II h&k lines have revealed as very good tools to recover
valuable information in the mid and upper chromosphere. Table in Table 3.4 summarizes the
usage we may do with the observables calculated from these profile features.
Note: Despite careful calibrations and data processing, some of the calculations in this tutorial
my be affected by minor problems in the final IRIS data product. Many of those problems are
corrected in the recent mission-long data reprocessing completed in September 2017, while
some of them still remain uncorrected. However, the majority of the problems, especially those
ongoing ones, have negligible to minor impact on science data in general. A complete list of
IRIS idiosyncrasies can be found in ITN 40 IRIS Data Idiosyncrasies

Table 3.4: Correlation between Mg II Features and Atmospheric Properties. Source Pereira et al. (2016).
Spectral Observable
Atmospheric Property
∆𝑣𝑘3 or ∆𝑣ℎ3
Upper
chromospheric velocity
∆𝑣𝑘2 or ∆𝑣ℎ2
Mid chromospheric
velocity
∆𝑣𝑘3 − ∆𝑣ℎ3
Upper
chromospheric
velocity
gradient
𝑘 or ℎ peak separation
Mid chromospheric
velocity gradient
𝑘2 or ℎ2 peak intensity
Chromospheric temperature
(𝐼𝑘2𝑣 − 𝐼𝑘2𝑟 )/(𝐼𝑘2𝑣 + 𝐼𝑘2𝑟 )
Sign of velocity
above 𝑧(𝜏 = 1) of 𝑘2a
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Note: The table above represents a simplified view and all correlations above have scatter.
Likewise for the ℎ2 peaks.

a
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